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William P.C. Barton
[Circular Letter to Doctors 1821, caption title]: Sir, Your attention is invited to the subjoined list of
Vegetable Medicinal articles...
N.E. corner of Chestnut and Tenth Streets, Philadelphia: William P. C. Barton 1821

$350

A one-page circular letter
distributed October 1, 1821
by noted medical botanist and
botanical illustrator William
P.C. Barton (1786 – 1856).
Printed on off-white paper.
Approximately 11½" x 9".
Old folds have split and been
professionally mended on the
verso, chipped in the margins
without loss of contents, good
or better. This notice, which
is lacking the “subjoined list,”
was distributed to doctors to
alert them that Barton had
opened an establishment
where “Vegetable Medicinal”
articles can be reliably
acquired. Baton states: “It is
a fact known to myself and
some other practitioners here,
that gross mistakes have arisen
in the collection and vending
in this city, of medicinal
vegetables… .”
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Barton wrote that through
this new establishment on
the Northeast corner of
Chestnut and Tenth Streets
in Philadelphia, he will also
continue to accumulate
“authentic materials for the continuation of the Vegetable Materia Medica of the United States.” First published in 1817, Barton wrote
and illustrated the two-volume Vegetable Materia Medica of the United States, containing a botanical, general, and medical history of
medicinal plants indigenous to the United States. A very scarce circular letter. OCLC locates no copies; but a single copy is identified in
the collections of the College of Physicians, Philadelphia. [BTC#399191]

